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A practical procedure for tie determination of branching ratios for reactions which lead to either excited or electronic& 
ly ground state products is outlined. The method is applied to four reactions which could (on energetic grounds) produce 231 
electroni&ly excited iod;mZe atom. No2uSe of a complete inversion is Found, but &e reaction (F f HI) is pidictd to yieId 
a siatistical, (one hff), I ( PI/z) to I( P3/2) ratio. 

1. Introduction 

There are two major reasons why the formation of 
electronicaliy excited products in chemical reactions 

[l] is of current interest. On the practical side such 
reactions could provide the pumping mechanism for 
chemical laser action in -&e visible and near W spec- 

tral regions. From the theoretical point of view these 
processes shed Light on the degree to which chemical 
reactions proceed on a single electronic energy surface 
(i.e., are electronically adiabatic). While the problem 
is receiving considerable current theoretical attention 
[2-101 , it has not yet reached a fully predictive state. 

In this letter we consider an alternative approach 
using the information theoretic procedure for the de- 
termination of branching ratios [I l] . For simplicity 
the discussion is limited to an A f SC type reaction. 
We show that (except for the structural factor 1121) 
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the prior expectation for the magktude of the branch- 
ing ratio (excited versus ground state reaction products), 
is of the form [(E - AL’)/EJ 5j2. E is the total energy 

available for the reaction products and AE is the elec- 
tronic excitation energy. Hence the prior branching 
ratio always favors the formation of the electronically 
ground state products. In particular, at energies not 
much above the threshold for formation of excited 
products (Le., for E just above AE), they are stron& 

disfavored on prior grounds. (Thus, even when E = 
2AE the ratio above is 0.177,) Since electronic excita- 
tion energies are usually above 1 eV and since few 
chemical reactions have exoergicities in excess of 2 eV, 
the prior prognosis is not favorable. 

In the absence of any information the most reason- 
able (i.e., least presumptive) a+mption is that the 
bra&&g ratio equals its prior expectation. Often how- 
ever we do have some additional information. In par- 
ticular, molecular beam, chemiluminescence, and chem- 
ical k-e,- techniques [l] provide information on-the 
trvrdational or the Gibrotationd (or tibratickal) ener- 
m disposal in the products. ILI this iytter we show how 
such information can be used to prddict the electronic 
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branching ratio and how the prediction can be checked 

for self-consistency. We apply the method to the exist- 
ing experimental data for the following reactions: 

K+I,+KItI, Cl) 

F+$*FIfi, (2) 

15 July 1975 

D+12*DI+I, (3) 

F+HI+HF+I. (4) 

In ali cases the exoergicity cf the reaction suffices to 
form an electronically excited [I*(2P1,2), AE = 7603 
cm-l] iodine atom. Thus, e.g., reaction (4) is to be 
written as 

F + HI -f HF t !*(2P,,,) 

+ HF + I(+&, 

(4’) 

pectation for the branching ratio for products of type 
a versus type b. Our prior expectations are [13-161 
that, at a given enerD and in the absence of additional 
information all product quantum states are equally 

probable (i.e., are formed with the same rate). This as. 
sumption can be shown [12,16] to imply that 

r;b = PG@JP, & 1. 6) 

Here p,(E,) is the total density of quantum states of 
products of type a at the available energy Ea and sim- 

ilar!y for type b. Using the RRHO level scheme [14] 
one show-s that p,(E,) = A&j2. Here A, is a (unit- 
bearing) factor. When one considers branching into 
two different electronic states of the same chemical 
type products, the mass dependence of the structural 
factorA,/Ab cancels. Hence for this case, in the E2HHO 
knit, 

and similarly for the other reactions. Our conc!usion 
is that, with the exception of the D •+ I2 reaction, there 

!s significant formation of electronically excited iodine 
atoms. The branching ratio, I’, for all reactions does 
not suffice however for electronic chemical laser ac- 

tion which requires r > 0.5. Th$ most efficient in this 
respect is reaction (4) for which! I’ = 0.5. 

2. The theoretical approach 

We outline the theory in three steps. We first define 
our prior expectations [ 121. Then we note the general 

expression [I 1 j for the deviation of the actual branch- 

ing ratio from its prior value. Finally, we specialize the 
general expression to the form actually employed in 
the analysis. 

Let pa0 be the prior e:c;lectation for the branching 
fraction, i.e., pi is the fraction of all reactive collisions 
that we expect, in the absence of any information, to 
lead to products of type a. I’$, = pF/pf is the prior ex- 

1 At the risk of s&ting the obvious, we point out that our 
branching ratios aze only :LS accurate as the experimental 
data u&d in the analysis. knprovements in arresting the re- 
kixation in chemilumine~ence experiments could thus 
change somewhat our conclusions for reaction (4). For ceac- 
tions (1) through (3) (which derive from molecular-beam 
data), improved lab to CJII. convession could &ghtl$ affect 
our resits. 

eb = (6,/Q) beQ&,Qal wpJ5’*. (6) 

Here go and gb are the electronic degeneracies of the 
two states. we and 8, are the vibrational frequency 

and rotational constant respectiveIy. Ihe subscripts ~7 
and b refer to the two different electronic states. AE 
= I!?* - E, is the difference in electronic excitation en- 

ergy. 
For reactions (l)-(4), the diatomic mol&ule is in 

the ground electronic state for both reaction paths. 
Hence the middle factor in (6) is unity, the structural 
factor is just A,/AI, =g,/gb and 

rib = k&,)(Ea&)5’2 - (7) 

For the iodine atom, taking a to be the excited (2P,,,) 
state,g,l,Pb = l/2. 

Thus far we have considered the prior expectations. 
The general theory of branching ratios [11,12,16] pro- 
vides the following expression for the actual branching 
fraction, pa, 

ld@,/$) + No/R = 4~). (8) 

Here Na is the entropy deficiency [14] for the pro- 
ducts of type a. a(a) is a Lagrange multiplier which, in 
the absence of information to the contrary, is to be 
taken 2s 2 constant (i.e., independent of the type of 

the products). In that case, a is just the lagrangian mul- 
tiplier that ensures that pa is normalized. Thus or is de- 
termined by 

exP(-cr) = c p,” exp(-AS,lR). 
a 

(9) 
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When (Y is taken as a constant we obtain from (8) for 
rob = P&b 

r,, = rt, exp [-US, - ASJRI . .(lO) 
We shall use this equation with the entropy deficien- 
cies computed using molecu! dr beam [17-l 9] or chem- 

iluminescence 4201 data to predict the, as yet unmeas- 
ured, electronic branching ratio. 

3. The synthetic analysis of experimental res-Lilts 

The following information is current!y available to 
us from experiment. For reactions (l)-(3) there are 
molecular beam measurements [17-191 of the trans- 
lational enera disposal, TV=), of the products?. For 
reaction (4) there are chemiluminescence data [20] of 

the viirational state distribution of HF. To analyze 
both types of data we have adopted the socalled [16] 
synthetic route, as follows. We have assumed that each 

vibrotational state of the product diatomic could be 
accompanied by either ground or excited iodine atom, 
subject to conservation of total energy. We have then 

ssigned to each state its “information theoretic” 
weight, using a linear vibrotational surprisal [ 14,161 
(for each product type separately). Explicitly, if 

P*&, fR) is the distribution of the vibrotational states 
of the diatomic molecule which is formed together 
with an excited iodine atom then 

exp[-0fRfR/(4* -IJl/Q*- (11) 

Here fl* is the prior expectation distribution [ 14,161 

PC”&&) = $J($)-5/2(4”)-5/2(4* _ f" _ fR)W. 

(12) 
Q* ensures that P*&, &) is normalized.fv and 1~ are, 
as usual, the fraction of the fural energy in the vibra- 
tion and rotation respectively. Hence, the range of fv 
isotoq", 

q* = E*/E = (E - aE)fE (13) 

and the range of & (for a given value of JTV) is 0 to 

t For reaction (21, the product angu!ar distioution (the pri- 
mary measurement) WY used to deduce the product &arts- 
htional energy distirbution [ 18) . 

4% -f,. 
The distribution of the diatomic vibrotational states 

when a ground State iodine atom is formed, mv, fR), 
has a form identica! to (11) except, of course, that q 

= 1. 

The actud (observed) v&rotational state distribu- 

tion of the diatomic molecule, irrespective of the elec- 
tronic state of the iodine atom is then of the form 

wv3f~)=Pq,f~) +P*mJ~). (14) 

Here P and p ’ are the branching fractions for forma- 
tion of ground and excited iodine atoms respectively. 
The branching ratio as determined by the synthesis is 

r =p+/p. (15) 

For the purpose of analyzing reactions (l)--(3) the 

vibrotational state distribution was converted to a trans- 

lational energy distribution. Since 

f, = 1 -r; -& (16) 

one can readily convert C? (J,, fR) to 3’ VT), Explicitly 
one sums 9 cfV, fR) over all Yahres of fV and fR that 
correspond, according to (16), to a given value of fT. 

In practice this is carried out by replacing [in (lS)] fR 
by 1 -f, -fT and then integrating over the allowed 
range off, (i.e., G to q* - fT or 0 to 1 - fT, depend- 
ing on the path). In a similar fashion, say, P’v,,f,) 
can be converted to P*v,). Thus we can rewrite (14) 

as 

q-1 = PpcfT) + P*P*(&& (14’) 

where, as usual, p + p* = 1, and both PC&.) and P”cf,) 
are normalized. 

Eq. (14) contains five (A,, AZ, OR, 0:, p”/p) un- 

known parameters. Since experimental product trans- 
lational or internal enerw distributions for reactions 
(l)-(4) are not highly-structured, -we might q,uestion 

whether a unique five-parameter fit can be found. For- 
tunately, thermochemical and other constraints can be 

applied in order to restrict the range of plausible fitting 

parameters. 
A strong constraint is provided by system thermo- 

chemistry - at fT > q* or fv > q*, only the ground 

state iodine atom channel [I(2P3,z)] is energeticaily 
open. Thus, the ground state component fit -must match 
the high recoil translationsI enera VT > 4*) portion 
of product distributions for reactions (l)-(3) and the 
high vibronic enem 0; > q*) portion of the product 

201 
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~s~~butio~ for reaction (42. 
In principle, another strong constraint is provided 

by the general theory of branching ratios ill ,12,16] 
which results in eq. (10) above. In practice, our lack 
of knowledge about detailed product angular and po- 
l.a&ation’distributions (which contribute to the totai 
entropy deficiency of each product channel) forces us 
to ‘proceed cautiousiy with the appIication of eq. (10) 
as a consistently check or 3; a predictive taol. 

intercomparisons of reactions (l)-(4) with related 
reaction examples guide our choice of parameters; for 
example, available experimental data indicate that pro. 
~uct.ro~tion~ state dist~butio~ do not deviate 
markedly from the prior, non-su~~s~g (8,:e, S=S 0) ex- 
pectations [2122] . 

4.,ResuIts 

Fig. 1 shows a synthetic anafysis of the ICI +- S re- 
coil transIationaI energy distribution matched to the 
experimental results [17], A thermochemical con- 
straint requires that KI f @I$$ products are solely 
responsible for the highenergy taiI of the distribution 
[Le., for & > $(= OSl)] ; this constraint leads to a 

fami& of sup&al fitting pzaneters [;C I OR in the 
andogue of eq. (1 l)] D but 2 acwly cm.shzant branch- 
ing ratio: I” = ‘3.26-0.30, ~depende~t of the member 
of the hyl 8, family. A fit to the ~~expe~ent~’ 
KI + I*(2P1/2) product recoil translational energy dis- 
t~butjo~ rdete~ed by subtraction of the synthe- 
sized #I + I(2Ps,2) dis~b~tion from the comp!ete ex- 
plenty ~st~but~on] can also be made using mem- 
bers of a Iarge~~~Z~ of g, 8; surpri&l fitting param- 
etters. 

Two prior expectation &stributions were used: (i) 
the RIWIO (rigid rotator ha_monic oscillator) level 
demily [14] and (ii) @e exact level density of ICI 
computed from its rovibronic state spe$ru.m as des- 
cribed in the appendix. ForJ$&_&), the best fit 
(shorn, iri fig. 1) ~2s obtained for non-surprising (Le., 
statistical) rot,ationaI parameters: 0, = 8: = 0 and 

‘. highIy*urpdsi.ng vibrational parameters: Xy = -3.3 
&d c,= -24. A slightly worse fit was obtained using 
z$!$&(_&, with & e ogposite extremes of surpriszd con- 
stats: non-suqrisine: vibrational parameters (X, = e 

:. 

Fig. 1. Top pa.~!: experimsntd (I 71 and synthesized transla- 
tional energy disposal for the K + I2 reaction. Branching 13th 

fitting parameters (cf. table 1) well: determined using 
P&a&~) for the prior expectation distribution. Althou~ I* 
can be formed at fT _ y 0.51, the synthesized I* distribution 
makes Iittle contribution beyond fr = 0.30. Bottom panel: 
e%zt (cf. appendix) and KRHO p&r expectation d~st~but~~~s. 

= 0) and highly-surprising rotational parameters (0, = 
-2,ti; = -8). An adequate fit was aIso obtained using 
Jr$RRO(CT), but lar,oer surprisal constmts were re- 
quired (e.g., for aR = 0; = 0, X, = --G, q = -25) 
since ~RH~@T) incorrectly favors higher recoil trans- 
lational energy (cf. fig. 1, bottom paneI). 

The prediction of the branching’ratio for I* versus 
I production (I’= 0.26--0.30) derived from the synthe- 
tic analysis may, in principle, be tested for self-consis- 
tency with the general branching relation [eq. (lo)] . 
Tn the absence of complete entropy deficiency &Ha for 
each charm& we assume that the major contribution 
to the entropy deficiency is the energy disposal part: 

r = r”exp {--(AS”[TJ’- ds[T])/R}. (17) 

Here AS* [?‘J is the entropy deficiency of the transla- 
tional energy distribution when I*@?l/2) is form&~, 

‘!T Footnote see next pa@. 
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and sim&.tly for azS[Z!-j . The distributions employed 
are those gene~ted in obtaining a synthetic tit to the 
~xp~r~~~~ data. 

The branching ratios obtained from eq. (17) (F = 
0.03-0.08 for various BR, t?$, )Lu, ?$ parameters) are 
in poor accord with the synthetic values, sue;gesting 
t&t larger entropy deficiencies due to aquhr and pa- 

~~~~~ contributions are associated with the 
ICI + I(2P3i-$ &an with the ICI + I*(2P1,$ products, 

Reasonable synthetic fits to the experimentaI FI f I 
recoil tr~~atio~ energy distribution [ IS1 were eb- 

t&nod for a wide variety of h,, A,*, dR, 8 g fitting 
parameters. Fig. 2 &OWS tile fit (sugared in table 
1) for which the synthetic branching ratio closely cor- 
responds to the branching ratio~ctitculated from eq. 
(17). 

The apparent self-consistency between synthetic 
analysis and general branching theory analysis [using 
eq. (17), an approbation to eq. (lo)] cannot, how- 
ever, be claimed as a major success. The s&~? of the 
FI f I recoil energy dist~butian is not known accurate- 
ly fiOI?l experiment*; hence, a stringent test of the 

m;ltch between tie synthetic fit and the experimental 

data cannot be made. 

In contrast to K c 12 and F + I, reaction examples 
(for which signScant yiefds of excited iodine atoms 
are predicted), a synthetic fit to the experimental 
DI + I recoil translational energy distribution [19] 
can be mslde without invoking I*(lP1,-$ formation, 

50 L 

Infrared cbei~n~esce~ce me~uremen~ [ZO] of 
the H?? product vibronic state distribution resulting 
from the F f III reaction can be analyzed by using a 
thermochemical constraint. The strongly populated u 
= 5 artd 6 states can be formed only when accompanied 
by a ground state iodine atom. Thus A.+. can be readily 
detetined from [I43 : 

Having’determined Av one can predict the populations 
of HF in u < 5 states formed together with ground 
state iodine atoms. These, together with the expk- 
mental resuits for v < 5 are then used to determine c. 

Table 1 
hhsures of specificity of energlz disposal 

Data 
EC+& F + 12 F+HI 
I171 [ISI DOI 

*i The ~~emati~y inclined,-eader mi&t worry that whiIe 
(17) was proved [ 1 l] far a di!nete d~t~~ution we are 3c- 
tually using a continuous one. This turns out to be not an 
idle wurry. However, Hfian several misleading statemetits 
in the inform&ion-theoretic Iitereture are corrected, one 

7 
can provide a p:oof for the continuous ewe 2s welI [23]. 
Woog 2nd Lee 118) used an asswwd f&encmlized RRK} 
functional form for the (uncbupled velocity-zmgle) rec& 
t~~ti0~ energy di&ibutian: ?uT) “f$I -f-$. 
‘X%e avera@ translational energy should be w& characterized 
by this procedure, but the detailed *ape of the distribution 
is unknom (cf. ~-II, 6 znd discusi~n .jn ref. [24 ] ). 

E@aI/mok!) 44.5 32.1 6; 
E'"CkCdlR?OI~) 22.8 10,4 44.3 

? -24 -3.3 -$0.8 -1.4 -3.2 -7.7 

“Frr @$. 

0 3.8 

0 G.09 0.03 3.8 0.18 - 

r,eq-cw 0.03 0.30 

r, eq. (21) 0.7‘ 

r,eq. (251 : 0.311 0.24 0.5 

‘203 
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P(fy)=Po(fV)e*F&t,,) / a 

Fig. 3. Synthesis of the F + HI vibrational energy disposal (0 
experimental [Xl] points). The curves connect the synthesized 
points. Bottom panel: a surprisal analysis [ 141 of the experi- 
mental data using pv,) appropriate for the formation of 
I(‘Pj/z) exclusively. The p!ot is non keu. From the points 
at v = 5 and 6, Av CXI be determined. The values of pPV;) for 
other values of u can then be read from the graph in the mid- 
panel (open circles). Using these values the graph in the top 
panel is constructed, and c cm then be determined. One can 
now synthesize the entire experimental distribution, as shown 
in the bottom panel. (Note th;lt pvv) = $(l - fv)3’2 and 
p*Cr,) = $(q* -Q3 ‘/q*“*. p andp* iire determined by 
the condition that both PI&,) ;md P*f&,) are (separately) nor- 
malized to unity.] 

The vakiity of this sfntheiic fit is evident in fig. 3. The 
synthetically determined branching ratio is thus free 
of ambiguities and is of the same quality as the experi- 
mental results themselves. This reaction could thus 
serve as an excellent test of the theory. Unfortunately, 
we do not yet know the complete rovibronic state dis- 
tribution (together with the angular and polarization 
distributions) which would be necessary to provide an 
accurate estimate of AS and hence of r. In the ab- 
sence of this de&led data we adopt the following (op- 
timal) procedure. In the absence of information to the 
contrary we must assume &at all (energetically acces- 
sible) rotational states (of a given vibrational manifoid) 
are equally probable. This corresponds to taking 0: = 

0 in eq. (11) and similarly for OR. In this case one can 
readily show that the entire entropy deficiency is de- 
termined bythe vibrational energy disposal, e.g., 

fIs* [VI = R cp*cLJ>ln[~(LJ)/po*(V)] , (20) 
” 

and similarly for aS[u] . Hence, we determine r from 

J? = rOexp {-(ds” [u] - LLs[u] )/RI. (21) 

‘II-is procedure yields 0.7 as opposed to the syn’hetic 
value of 0.5. 

5. Discussion 

Our analysis suggests that highly exoergic chemical 
reactions can produce significant fractions of electron- 
ically excited products. Moreover, by examing the ex- 
plicit expression [eq. (6)] for the prior branching ratio 

one can devise ways of tilting the balance in favor of 
excited products (e.g., higher E/A/Z, use of reactions 
where the diatomic molecule carries the electronic ex- 
citation, etc.). Although predicted yields of I*(2P,,2) 

are substantially higher than the prior expectations, 
the actual branching ratios reported in table 1 are in- 
sufficient for lasing action. 

The predictions we have made are not defmitive; 
further (direct) experimental measurements of the 
branching ratios are required in order to elucidate the 
dynamics of electronically nonaiiabatic processes on 
multiple potential hypersurfaces! _ It is our opinion 
that the F f HI reaction is highly suitable for detailed 
experimental studies by infrared chernilumtiescence 
[using arrested relaxation methods to prevent the facile 
energy transfer between I”(2P,,2) and HF (cf. appen- 
dix A of ref. [X] )] , molecule beam.reactive scatter- 
ing, and chemical laser techniques. 

Eranching ratio parameters (Av, c, OR, 8:, F) de- 

termined by our syntheses reveal essential dynamical 

7 For simplicity, we have treated the A + BI + AB + I reac- 
tions as two-zkumel problems. In fact, only half of the 
I(‘Q2) f ABQroducts correlate to the ground potenttil 
hypeisurfzce (/. VZA’ in Cs symmetry) of the ABI system; the 
other half correlate to an excited hypersurf’ace (*A”). 
AB + I*(*P,/z) products correlate to an excited ‘A’ hyper- 
surface of the ABI system. A full dy-iul treatment of 
the electronic nonadiabaticity may therefore require con- 
sideration of at le& three separate hype-rsurfaces. 
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information about electronically nonatiabatic reactive 
processes. For example, it is tempting to speculate 
that a restricted range of impact parameters and other 
initial conditions gives rise to the extraordinarily sur- 
prising KI + I*(2P1,2) product recoil energy distribu- 
tion; this restricted range of initia! conditions ma-y be 
required for efficient hypersurface crossing to the ex- 
cited 2A’ surface which correlates to KI f I*(*P,,,) 
products. Further refmements of branching ratio the- 
ory and applications will certainly provide valuable 
diagnostic tools for dynamical understanding of reac- 
tive encounters. 
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Appendix 

The RRHO level density scheme is an inadequate 
representation for KI level densities over the entire 
range (< 16000 cm-l) accessible in the K + I-, reac- 

tion. Therefore, an exact level density was calculated 
by using the complete spectrum of KI rovibronic srates 
determined from the effective potentials (J< 550): 

‘eff@ = V[ 2,2] PA (R) l fi2J(J f I)/2/&2 

by the JWKB quantization condition [26] : 

Rmax 

(u + i), = <7Tfi>-1 s Qp [E”, J - Ve&R)]}1'2dR. 

Rmti (23) 

In eqs. (22) and (23), the rotationless potential 
v[2,2] PA(R) is the [2,2] Fade’ approximant 1271 , u, J 
are the vibrational, rotational quantum numbers, and 

%in~%~ are +he inner, outer classical turning points. 
The bottom panel of fig. 1 shows the difference be- 

tween exact and RRHO prior expectation distributions 
for ECI at .&,- < 16CK10 cm-l [corresponding to 
ICI + 1(2P3/2) products], the deviation between 
P&.-&T> and I’&&&#+) for the KI f 1*(2P1,2) chan- 
nel is less pronounced. 
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